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meetina was called to order at 5.35 p,m 

ADOPTION OF THE AGENDA 

was adouted. 

THE SITUATION BETWEEN IRAQ AND KUNAIT 

m PRESIDENT: I should like to inform the Council that I have received 

letters from the representatives of Iraq and Kuwait in which they request to be 

invited to participate in the discussion of the item on the Council's agenda. In 

conformity with the usual practice, I propose, with the consent of the Council, to 

invite those representatives to participate in the discussion without the right to 

vote, in accordance with the relevant provisions of the Charter and rule 37 of the 

Council's provisional rules of procedure. 

There being no objection, it is so decided. 

Bt; the invj&&on of the Prf&j&ent. Mr. Al-Anbari 1Iraa) and Mr. Abulhasan 

IKuwait) took Places at the Council tabla. 

~PREGIDEKT: The Security Council will now begin its consicleratioa of 

the item on its agenda. The Council is meeting in accordance with the 

understanding reache& in its prior consultationsl 

Members of the Council have before them document 6121911, which contains the 

text of a draft resolution submitted by Canada, Finland, the United Kingdom of 

Great Britain and Uorthern Ireland, the United States of America and Zaire. 

I should like to draw the attention of members of the Council to Bocument 

S/21387, which contains the text of a letter dated 18 October 1990 from the 

Permanent Representative of Kuwait to the United Nations addressed to the 

Secretary-General. 

The first speaker is the representative of Kuwait, on whom I call. 
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m (Xuwait) (interpretation from Arabic): With great resolve 

and in a meaningful move, the Security Council is meeting in order to ensure that 

the focus remain8 where it should be: on the deterrence of aggression, ending the 

Iraqi occupation of the State of Kuwait , which today ia entering its 

eighty-fifth day, and halting the inhuman practices against Kuwait’s people, its 

identity, its institutions and its very constituents, and against the large number 

of other nationals who had baen liviu~ in Xuwait and contributing vith the son8 of 

Kuwait to its prosperity and stabilityy- That prosperity and that stability were in 

themselves an fmmenee challenge to the Iraqi rhgime, which was unable to match them 

in spite of its enormous financial, economic and human resourcea. It thus decided 

that the quickeat way to meet that challenge was to use brute force to eliminate 

it. In doing so the Iraqi riigime is only trying to eclipse the solar disc and its 

glow. But it will not be able to do 80. 
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The Council has convened once again to consider the escalating acts of murder 

of innocent people for no other reason than that they have displayed pictures of 

His Highness the Amir, the leader of Kuwait and the trailblazer in its progress; 

the murder of innocent children vho chant for their country and against occupation; 

the murder of innocent people simply for shoving attachment to and affection for 

Kuwait's blessed soil, its regime and their national obligations. The Council is 

considering once more the increasing act3 of plunder, robbery, destruction, murder, 

torture and detention, vbich clearly shov the malicious intention to destroy all 

the economic and social infrastructures achieved in Kuwait and to loot everything, 

even the paving of sidewalks, and traffic lights, not to mention equipment and 

machinery in hospitals, Schools, factories, institutions, ports and ministries, and 

goods of all kinds. Not even the seats in sports stadiums have been spared by the 

pirates. 

The Council io meeting once again to consider the continuing violation by the 

invading forces of the Vienna COnVentiOnS on consubar immunities, the assault on 

the inviolability of foreign embassies and the cutting off of food, water and 

electricity. But these ignominious practices and the direct suffering inflicted on 

the staff of the embassies have not prevented the individuals conaerned or their 

States from combating these flagrant Iraqi ViOlatiOn8 of international law. They 

have kept their embassies ope& and some of them are open still. 

on behalf of the State, Government and people of Ruwaii, I salute the 

Governments of all the States that have done their utmost to keep their embassies 

pm”; nmrh4- htunnn anA1rrnnrrla t_+ &t_g limit.- c-----1 ---..- ---_- ---- z rrl.,,r *km #rrr4- Air*--,- r&I.. ----m- --.- ‘“Lw-m)Y rr@*“lnUCP 0CI.I 

present in Kuwait and also their families. The acts committed by the Iraqi 

invasion forces against the citi%ens and residents of Kuwait are a flagrant 

violation of the Fourth Geneva Convention. 
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The media, Amnesty International and other human rights organisations have 

been flooded with numerous accounts by eye-witnesses of all nationalities exposing 

the Iraqi regime and its undisciplined invading army. This has led the Kuwaitis, 

backed by civilised nations of the world, to demand the establishment of tribunals, 

as at luremberg, and the prosecution as war criminals of those within the Iraqi 

regime who commit such acts. The crime of the fraqi rdgime is the more agonising 

in that it was perpetrated against unarmed people to whom its nation is tied by 

bonds of religion, blood, pan-Arabism and geographical proximity. 

Although eight binding resolutions have so far been adopted by the Security 

Council, the Iraqi regime has not shown the slightest sign that it is leaning 

towards peace, heeding the voice of reason or respondrnq to the call for reason, 

the complete, immediate and unconditional withdrawal from Kuwait and the 

restoration of Kuwait’s legitimate Government. 

8¶oreoVer, all that effort, which was exerted individually and collectively and 

in good faith, albeit unsuccessfully and without result, has been exploft;d by the 

lraqi rigtie for very negative purposes. Against this backdrop, it bas embarked on 

consolidating its ocaupation and expanding its military deployment. while 

practising the harshest forms of oppression and terrorism against the Kuwaiti 

people in au attempt to force them to flee, after destroying, or stripping them of, 

all their property and belongings and even burning their identification documents, 

This fe all part of an organised drive to settle Iraqis and foreigners in place of 

Kuwaitis with a view to altering the demographic composition of that nation, 

2z.y d:y t&c, 2ss-r with Ituwait under Iraqi occupation srings more 

destruction and ruin to Kuwait and the Euwaiti people, and increases the number of 

innocent victim. But the Kuwaiti people, backed by an unpreceUeated world 

consensus and by the Security Council, refuse with great determination to budge 
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from their position and their just demands. They will not accept what has happened 

as a fait accompli or make any concessions whatsoever. 

The Iraqi r6gime is liable under the Fourth Geneva Convention for all tbfie 

crimes it has committed against the native peop%e of Kuwait, the other people 

there, and the peace and security of the region. This is a legal liability tbat is 

governed by international conventions and covenants and regulated by the binding 

resolutions of the Security Council. 
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Experiences from the lives of countries and paoples teach US that by standing 

fast, insisting on upholding right, rejecting halfway measures aud denying an 

aggressor the chance of reaping any reward, aggression will be rooted out and doors 

shut tight in its face, so safeguarding mankind against any recrudescences of such 

adventurism. 

The draft resolution before the Council today is specifically identified with 

one aspect of that responsibility: restitution for damages suffered by Kuwait's 

Government and people, in accordance with the provi8ionS of General Assembly 

resolution 3281 (XXIX) on the "Charter of Economic Rights and Duties of States**, 

which provides. in its article 16, for restitution and full compensation for the 

exploitation and depletion of the resources and property of the people and the 

country under occupation. A:so, reflecting the legal obligations and the moral 

responeibilitiee of the State of Kuwait towards its citiiens and foreign residents 

who have loot their property and funda, a Decree-Law was issued by the Amir OIL 

18 October 1990 to the effect that all property of Ruwaitis and foreigners resident 

in the State of Kuwait are held in trust by ft. 

Allow me, in view of the importance of th%s issue, to Cite the first and 

second articles of this Decree-Lawr 

"- 

Vroperty belonging to Ruwaiti nationals or to non-KUWaitia domiciled in 

Uuwait, whether such property is situated inside or outside Kuwait, and 

whether it belongs to individuals or bodies corporate , shall be held in trust 

by the !&ate of Xuwait as represented by its lawful Government, which shall 

exercise such responsibilities in cases where such property has been lost or 

has been dsmaged in any way by the occupation authorities or by the Iraqi 

Severnment, or where it has been transferred or appropriated by a third party 
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(M&Abulhasau.KuHait) 

without the consent of its owners. The purpose of these measures is to 

protect such property on behalf of its lavful owners. 

"- 

"Under the measures set forth in article 1 of this Law, the State of 

Kuwait as represented by its lawful Government shall have the right to resort, 

as and when necessary or appropriate, to any judicial, administrative or legal 

mechaniems in any State, with a viav to protecting the afQrementiOned 

property. In particular, the lawful Government shall have the right as 

trustee to have recourse to the competent administrative or judicial 

authorities in any State in order to protect trke afotementionea property of 

which it is the rightful owner, in cases where the occupation authorities take 

possession of, damage or destroy such property during the period of 

occupation, or dispose of such proporty directly or indirectly for the benefit 

of a third party, through, fnter, rmarwree of expropriation, 

nationalisation or distraint, or my other measure of treepees or 

approptiation taken by the Iraqi Goverment, its agencies ot its public 

b3titutiolAe. 

"The Government of Kuwait has, in patticular, the tight to order the 

provleional attachment aad &iettaint of property belonging to the Iraqi 

Government or to its public agencies or public inetitutiono 8ituateb abtoad.” 

wzuas-3) 

In view of the significance of this decree, its test was circulated a6 an 

official docent of the Seaurity Council. 

We in Kuwait defend right and peace, and the Council shares with us a 

responsibility not to allow evil inclinations and malicious motive8 to drive the 

region to devastation. The Itaqi dqime, which has eiabtaced evil an a coacept and 
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a method aud malice as a motivation and a drive, is today requested to comply with 

your resolutions and not to underestimate the Council’s resolve, and the resolve of 

Kuwait, its Amfr, Government and people to take all measures, without restriction, 

in order to make the aggressor respond to the international will and comply with it 

by accepting a complete and unconditional withdrawal and restoring lawfulness to 

Kuwait. The Charter of the United Nations safeguards rights that should not be 

overlooked by the Iraqi leadership, and we are determined to make full use of those 

rights. The Security Council is expected to set out promptly to consider what 

aUditiona measure8 are needed to achieve its ultimate goal, that of dislodging the 

aggressor and restoring all the lav-abiding party's rights to it. 

w. VB (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) (interpretation from 

Ruseian): The very acute international CriSi6 in the region of the Persian Gulf 

caused by Iraq's occupation of the sovereign State of RUVait continues to cause 

deep concern in the Soviet Union and the whole work3 community. In the decisions 

of the fbeourihy Couaoil calling for the unconditional and immediate withdraval of 

the Iraqi Coraee from Kuwait, a unique sglidarity among various countries made its 

appeeranee for the first time in many decades. The basis of this soli&arity is a 

recognition which unites us all of our reeponsibilfty for upholding peace and 

stability. In tbe Persian Gulf now. the ability of tbe world community to act in 

aecordanee with the nev criteria of international politics is being tested, aa is 

the ability, through fJoiat efforts, to make those responsible for the conflict obey 

the norms of international lau, 
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However, reports from t-ho Persian Gulf ragion show that so far Iraq has not 

given a gosftkve response to the efforts by many countries to settle the conflict. 

There are continuing gross violations of the fundamental norms and principles of 

international law 8ad the United Nations Charter. The rights of Ruwaitis are being 

flouted, as are the digaity and security of the citizens of many other countries. 

The situation and the fate of thousands of Soviet citizens in Iraq today is 

naturally a matter of serious concern to our country. 

The Soviet Union is convinced that Iraq’s illegal actions mu%t immediately be 

halted. Their continuation could be regarded only a8 a challenge to the 

international community, which is demonstrating unity in its actions in the face of 

this threat to international peace and security. 

The Qraft resolution (S/21911) contain8 a strong indication of the Security 

Council*s resolve to do everything possible to prevent the present very teaee 

situation degenerating into a military conflict. The Soviet Union is ready to 

support that &raft reeolutionr the Soviet delegation participate% actively in its 

drafting, an% will vote is favour of it. 

We bra oppose% to a so-called military solution to problems. War brings death 

an& destructiou, but does not fully remove problems. The Boviet Union believes 

that if there is even the slightest chance of a political settlement it must be 

seiaed and fully esploited. 

In takikq this position of principle, coademaiag the Iraqi aggression, the 

Soviet Union is doing everything it can to promote a settlement of the crisis by 

~:ft:ta: mGii%s. .r .s.- FA....-., LIIur CID u10 5"YULII nu"..", te --I-* r+----*rC4ua +/ t& p~lmn~&gc_ -p-w--- c----------- 

of the Boviet Union, Wr. Primakov, is currently in Baghdad, and we have great hopes 

for the sucaeaa of his mission there. 
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(Mr. VQrppfgQV. VW) 

We are pleased to see that many other countries are now active in the search 

for such a oolution, both within the Context of the Security Council and the 

Non-Aligned Movement and w.t...ttin the Arab States themselves. Without any doubt 

whatso&ver, a very important and solid contribution is also being ma& here by the 

Sacretary-General. 

The Security Council's draft resolution also repeats it6 demand to Irag to 

implement the will of the world community and strictly to observe the norms of 

international law. Nobady can say that that is too big a demand to make. We 

believe that it is the minimum to demand if the world wants to live in a otate of 

legality and good order. 

One would like to believe that in Iraq awareness of its responsibility will 

develop and t&at the strength will be found there to take the only true decision 

possible - to implement the dedsioas 0 f the Security Council and immediately and 

unconditionally to withdraw troops from Kuwait. That will open the path to a 
h 

peaceful settlement of the dispute and strengthen security and stability in the 

mgion. 

s: There are no further apeekers on my list for this 

meeting. Isa accoribnce with the understanding reached in the C0uaci1'8 prior 

consultations, the next meeting of the Security Council to continue the 

coneiaeration of the item on the agenda, and to proceed to the vote, will take 

place on Monday, 29 October, et 11 a.m. 


